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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Modular instruction is rapidly gaining wide acceptance although
its success in each application appears to vary with the skill and personality of the instructor.

Generally, a modular program involves the

separation of course content into self-contained topics or modules.
It allows the student to proceed through the material at his own pace
and present himself for testing whenever he feels he has achieved
mastery.

Often a handbook accompanies each module, introducing the

topic, outling major issues and controversies, posing provocative
questions and suggesting further reading.
Most modular programs include tangible experien~es and tasks.
Usually, students are allowed to retake any failed exams, with only
minor penalty or n-0 penalty at all.
The module may include a variety of instructional activities,
such as reading textbooks and articles, examining photographs and diagrams, viewing films and slides, listening to audio-tapes, examining
various other demonstration materials, and participating in projects
and experiments.

Besides allowing the student to proceed at his own

pace, three important purposes of Ml are to offer a choice among a large
number of topics within any given course or program; to frequently
identify the student's strengths and weaknesses; and to provide for,
if necessary, a "recycling" through remedial modules, repetition, or
-1-
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even a change in learning mode.
Nevertheless, courses based on this flexible, individualoriented system share the following advantages for the student and
instructor:
1)

1

Modules allow the student to study areas of special
personal interest.

2)

The teacher may focus on deficiencies of individual students,
without involving the whole group with each problem.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The proposal is to study the various components that are used
in the development of modules in education.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to determine the major components
of developing an instructional module.

The module focuses on the needs

of learners, not instructors; it emphasizes attainment of objectives
rather than simply participation in activities.
ceed through three stages:

Module design may pro-

Planning, Production, and Evaluation.

A

generalization of each phase is outlined.

1

Joan G. Creager and Darrel L. Murray, eds., The Use of Modules
in College Biology Teaching (Washington: Commission on Undergraduate
Education in the Biological Sciences, The American Institute of Biological
Sciences, March 1971).
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I.

Planning
In the planning phase, the parameters of the total program are

considered:

philosophy underlying instruction, instructional program,

specific learner population, and available resources, objectives,
activities, student alternatives and options, instructional materials,
and assessment procedures are identified.

Specifications for module

implementation, including participant directions, are designed.

The

initial planning phase terminates with a written description or
specification of the module.
II.

Production
In the production phase, all identified materials are accumulated.

They are purchased, leased, constructed, or revised to meet the specifications designated in the planning phase.
appropriate for objectives and the learners.

All materials should be
At the completion of this

phase, the module is ready to be tested by students.
III.

Evaluation
Evaluation of the module begins as soon as data are available

and validated.

Evaluation procedures plot the actual outcomes against

expected outcomes.

In addition to formal testing, assessment might

include student achievement, student reactions to the module, which
instructional activities they selected, and the time required to complete
the module. 2

2
(Houston:

Robert Houston and others, Developing Instructional Modules
University of Houston), pp. 2-4.
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PROCEDURES
An extensive research study will be done on modularized
instruction.

Infonnation will be used from papers and books written

on the module and individualized instruction.

A collection of

articles on modular instruction will also be used, along with materials
listed in the bibliography.

Most of these papers and books can be

found in the General Library at Southern Methodist University.
Pertinent information will be assembled and analyzed.
Summarization and recommendations will be based upon the writer's
analysis of the findings.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Module:

A module is a self-contained unit of planned series

of learning activities, designed to help the student accomplish certain
well-defined objectives.
M.I.:

Module instruction.

Objectives:

An objective is a statement that describes the

intended outcome of a learning experience.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THIS STUDY
Chapter 2 will review the related literature.

In Chapter 3

the writer includes the components of a module and limitations of this
study .

Chapter 4 will present an analysis of the findings; and

the summary and recommendations will be included in Chapter S.
Bibliography will follow Chapter S.

The

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Th e medular schedule is a process in which labels (first
grade, s econd grade, third grade, etc.) are removed and students are
allowed to progress at their own rate of learning speed along a
planned vertical curriculum.

This vertical curriculum moves children

upward th rough the subject matter.
The modular schedule is one approach to the problem of
providing continuous educational progress for all children, because
it takes into account the wide difference in mental ability and
sc holast ic achievement present in any grade level.

This concept of

dif ferences in mental ability and scholastic achievemen~ is present
in any grade level.

This concept of differences in ability and

ach ievement is derived from the child development point of view,
which i s a belief that each child must be placed in the educational
envi ronment according to his personal needs, since all growth is
cont i nuous and sequential.
It is the responsibility of both parents and teachers to be
awa re of the innate differences among children.

To realize a child's

full potential, educators and society should focus their attention on
ways of giving opportunities to develop individually.
The modular schedule is an excellent aid to better teaching.
-5-
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In the past, teachers have been expected to teach a certain amount of
mat erial in a restricted amount of time.

This idea is actually contrary

to the i dea of the teachable moment as described by Robert Hovinghurst:
" When the body is ripe, and the self is ready to
achieve a certain task, the teachable moment has come ... "
One of the major strengths of this ungraded structure, where
the chil d progresses as he attains skills, is that each child will fit
in the cur riculum level where he can work at his own individual rate
of spee d.

This positive approach sets up a true learning env ironment

and encourages children above mediocrity.
In essence then, the modular schedule provides for individual
di fferences--so often advocated but seldom achieved.

This program is

no t a me thod of teaching, but rather a method of organization that
encourages and promotes continuous and steady growth according to each
chi ld' s own pattern.
The subject matter content of the school offers a similar
opportunity for the child to develop academically as in the graded
school .

However, in the ungraded program, the subject matter content

is set up in a more effective way:
1.

By organizing on the basis of individual maturation and

growth patterns.
2.

By being designed in terms of child's readiness and needs.

3.

By giving positive emphasis to success in helping the

child to achieve level by level at his own rate.
4.

By reducing failure and frustrations resulting from "failure."

7

The skills and concepts in reading and mathematics have been
develope d into a level by level, sequential pattern.

A level may be

def ined as a prescribed set of skills or achievements which children
are guide d to learn.
a unit of time.

Each level is a unit of achievement rather than

A child proceeds through each level at a rate which

wil l insure understanding of that which is to be learned.

Some will

nee d a l onger period of time for achieving certain learnings and
att aining certain development levels, while others will require less time.
Removing grades in name only is not enough.
removed from doors and conversations.

Grade signs must be

No further consideration is

given to promotion or non-promotion or the skipping or repeating .
In the beginning, it may appear to the staff that the elimination
of grade levels and its terms is an unsolvable problem.

The concept

about " passing and failure" are difficult to eliminate.

Some students

wil l cr itically collll'lent when transfers of other children from class to
cla ss a re made.

The objective teacher will become aware of the slow

but certain decline of such events and attitudes, and over a period of
time , she can reduce them to a minimum by patient counseling, correcting,
buil din g, praising, and encouraging.
The Modular Placement Program removes grade - level thinking
and labels not only from the child but the teacher as well.
will not worry about using the work of a higher grade level.

The teacher
Now she

will not have to fail all children who do not come up to grade standards
at t he end of the year, because each child will resume in September
where he left off in June.

Now she will not worry if a child's

p~v gress suits his ability, and thus determine the adequacy of progress.

8

These are just a few of the concepts which teachers should understand
and accept in the operation of the Modular Placement Program .

3

HOW TO DEVELOP A MODULE
Step 1.

A minimum number of objectives are stated, preferably

in terms of observable behavior.
Step 2.

A hierarchy of these objectives, which determines the

sequence of instruction, is constructed.
Step 3.

A diagnostic measure (e.g., a test) is designed in order

to determine which competencies each student possesses when entering the
modul e (or course).

There is close correspondence between test items and

the behavioral objectives.
Step 4.

A rationale for the module (or course) is stated.

This

involves the value of a particular unit and explains to the student why
it is beneficial to him to achieve the stated objectives.
Step 5.

Instructional activities (the core of the module) are

designed to help the student acquire the competencies stated in the
objectives.

The provision of options is important so that the student

may choose among different learning modes and modules.
Step 6.

A

post-test is designed to measure the student's

achievement of the objectives.

Again, there should be close correspondence

between test items and objectives.

3

Ralph H. Poteet, Ph.D., "The Modular Placement Program,"
Handbook for Teachers (Mesquite Independent School District, September
1967), pp. 5-7.
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Step 7.

A resource or "drop-in"

center should be established

to provide access to all readings and/or materials necessary to complete
the module.

4

The module format is somewhat dependent upon the approach used
in the development of the module.

In those programs where a group of

objectives forms the basis for a single module, the body of the
description would include statements regarding:
Rationale.

The rationale should serve two major purposes:

(a) to describe the purpose and importance of the objectives of the
module in empirical, theoretical, and/or practical terms; and (b) to
place the module and the objectives of the module within the text of the
total program.
Objectives.

The objectives, either instructional or expressive,

would specify the competency or competencies the student would be expected
to demonstrate.
Prerequisites.
described.

Prerequisites to the module, if any, would be

Generally, these would be kept to a minimum.

Pre-Assessment.

Generally, the pre-assessment procedures would

provide the student with an opportunity to demonstrate mastery relevant
to the objectives or certain of the objectives --- to "test out."

The

pre-assessment is usually diagnostic in nature.
Enabling Activities.

These activities specify instructional

alternatives for attaining module competence.

4

J. L. Klingstedt, "Developing Instructional Modules for
Individualized Learning," Educational Technology (November, 1971), 73-74.
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Learning Alternatives.

The learning alternatives are the

various instructional options available to the student; each is
designed ;o contribute to his acquisition of the objectives.
Post-Assessment.

The post-assessment procedures would be

described in some detail; these procedures would be those which are
intended to permit the student to demonstrate achievement of a particular
set of objectives.
Remediation.

The last section of the body of the module

description would describe the remedial procedures which would be undertaken with students who were unable to demonstrate achievement of the
objectives on the post-assessment.
Resources.

The section on resources is designed to list and

enable the learner to locate all the materials and media devices required
to successfully complete the module.
Evaluation Form.
each module.

A module evaluation form should be included in

This provides information about the effectiveness of the

module and possible revisions that should be made. 5
Courses based on this flexible, individual-oriented system share
in the following advantages for the student and instructor:
1.

Modular Instruction has great potential for individualization

of instruction.

Course content and sequence may be changed as a course

is modularized.

5

D. W. Allen, "The Modular Instructional Unit: A New Approach
to Individualizing Instruction," Stanford School Scheduling System
(Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford University, 1967).
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2.

The modular format permits development of a system in which

each s tude nt can select (or be directed to) a different sequence of units .

JL

It provides for self-pacing.

4.

It may provide special enrichment or remediation.

5.

When properly designed, modules may tailor instruction to

the indivi dual and avoid dehumanization of the student's academic life.
6.

The teacher plays such roles as author, project manager,

evalu ator, t utor, counselor, information source, during the operation
phase .
7.

The modular course places more responsibility on the student

for managing his learning.
8.

It encourages the teacher to re-think what he is teaching and

how he is teaching it.

However, a good module requires a team such as

para -profe ssionals, peer tutors, media specialists, resource persons,
and o ther s.
9.

Modular instruction systems may require a large-scale

innovati on effort by teachers.
10.

The student determines the time, frequency, and duration of

his st udy or learning periods.
11 .

It allows the student to choose his own learning mode.

12 .

It may, therefore, include a large variety of instructional

activities, such as reading textbooks and articles; examining photographs
and diagrams; viewing films, T.V. tapes, and slides; listening to audiotapes; examining demonstration materials; and participating in projects
and experiments.
13.

It provides a choice among a variety of topics within a given

"course" or discipline.

12

14 .

It allows the student to identify his strengths and

weaknesses early and, if necessary, to "recycle" through remedial
modu les, re petition, or a change in learning mode.
15.

Modules allow the student to study areas of special

personal i nterest.
16.

The teacher may focus on deficiencies of individual students,

without involving the whole group with each problem.
17.

Modules, through the use of unit tests, have their own

buil t-in a ssessment of progress, and provide iumediate, continuing
feedback t o the student.
18 .

The instructor, is freed from many routine tasks (although

initial preparation is greater).

Some of the clerical activities involved

in t he administration of the modules can easily be taken care of by
non -profe ssional personnel.
19.

Modules may be updated without major revisions.

20.

Student motivation is likely to be increased when there is

freedom of choice for many of the modules.
21 .

Since modules are independent units and not necessarily tied to

a pa rticular sequence, they can be used in several courses or programs,
thus e limi nating redundancy.
Teacher Role.

6

In most Mi systems, the teacher can play many

roles and in the McGill project, the "Mi" professors reported that they

6
(Houston:

w.

Robert Houston, et al., Developing Instructional Modules
University of Houston, 1972).
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did; they were authors, project managers, evaluators (all during
development); and system monitors, tutors, counselors, and information
sources, during the operation phase.

The McGill authors stressed that

the modules freed them to develop more sophisticated and individualized
contacts with students than they could under more conventional systems.
One professor characterized the new role as "master of ceremonies."
The role of teacher, as information-passer, may be much reduced under Mi
but the impression is that the development and operation of the system
provides new roles and enhances desired roles for the teacher.
Instructional Alternatives are the heart of Mi.

7

Since the

major purpose of the module is to assist in individualizing instruction,
several alternative learning strategies should be provided:

the visual

reading, visual non-reading, film strips, slide-tapes, t~pes, and other
options structured for the learner.

Another option often included is a

"do your own thing" variety, which places the burden of learning on the
learner, who can then prepare for the post-test in any way his heart
desires.

It is well to remember that the module is designed to include a

variety of learning activities.

Actually there is no limit to the number

and variety of alternatives that can be provided--it is up to the module
author to determine the number and types of strategies offered for learnini,
Some modules, when coupled with extended field experiences, may
require a number of weeks to complete.

7

Also, some modules may be highly

Anne Dychtenberg and George L. Geis, "Modularized Instruction
at McGill," Learning and Development 4, No. 3 (November 1972).
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structu red, while others are only loosely structured.

For example,

if for some reason it would be desired for each learner to be required
to expe ri~nce selected, specific activities, the module may provide
only limited options in the instructional alternatives section.

8

8
Richard W. Burns, "An Instructional Module Design," Educational
Technology (September, 1972).

Chapter 3
FINDINGS
Modu le development is basically a communication process.

Its

most important function is to communicate and to provide activities
that a re perceived as having value for the professional growth of the
children.

Activities should be theoretically sound, as creative as

possib le, and, above all, oriented toward practicality and reality.
Interest, motivation, reinforcement, and feedback are important.
Attent ion should be given to these throughout the module, and should be
provided in the activities developed.

9

THE COMPONENTS OF A MODULE
A module is defined as a self-contained and independent unit of
instruc tion with a primary focus on a few well-defined objectives.

The

substance of a module consists of materials and instructions needed to
accomp lish t hese objectives.
The components of a module would consist of:
1.

A statement of purpose which should be an elaboration of the

module whic h relates the content of a specific module to the interests
and nee ds of the students.
2.

Desirable prerequisite skill:

If particular skills are

needed before beginning a module, they should be stated explicitly.
9 Ba r ba r a Goldschmid and Marcel L. Goldschmid, " Modular Instruction:
Principle s and Applications in Higner Education," Learning and Development 3,
No. 8 (April/May 1971), 2.
-15-
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3.
object ives.

I nstructional Objectives:
Example:

Write specific behavioral

As a result of your study of module, you should

be abl e to_ give advantages and disadvantages of the use of modules.
And you shoul d be able to construct modules.
4.

Diagnostic Pre-Test:

This should provide information that

is use ful in determining if students are prepared to undertake a particular
module or if t hey may omit it.
5.

I mplementers:

List of equipment and supplies should

accompany each module.
6.

The Modular Program:

a vari ety of forms.

Teaching modules may be presented in

Some may be short "how-to-do-it" booklets.

Others

may be prepar ed as integrated, multi-media instructional units using
audio- tape, f ilm loops, kodachrome slides.
7.

Re lated Experiences:

The module may direct the student to

lecture s, rea di ng assignments, visits to the museum, zoos and natural areas.
8.

Evaluative Post-Test:

In addition to specific behavioral

object i ves, a n evaluative post-test is a key element of each module.
test mus t ref lect the specific behavioral objectives of the module.

The

10

LIMITATIONS
The module instruction is a new approach to the education field;
therefore the author had problems finding information pertaining to the
subject .

lOPhi lip Kapfer and Glen F. Ovard, Preparing and Using
Individua l ized Learning Packages for Ungraded, Continuous Progress Education
(En glewood Cl i ffs, N. J.: Educational Technology Publications, 1971) .

Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS
Modula r Instruction has been used in a variet y of disciplines,
including psychology, engineering, sociology, education, mathematics,
English , chemistry, linguistics, and the growing field of environmental
and soc ial conc erns.
The "information explosion," large numbers of actual and
potenti al students, shrinking financial resources, and growing dis satisfaction with our mass edu cational system, all make it ne cessary
to search for more effective and in dividualized instruction.

While

designin g and implementing high-quality modular instru c tion will no
doubt prove challenging and time-consuming to most professors, it
offers many a dvantages and exciting possibilities.

Because of its

flexibil ity, i ts adaptability to large numbers of students, and its
emphasis on i ndividualized learning, modular instruction has become
a promis ing a pproach in higher education.
Advantage s
The advantages of carefully designed MI for both students and
teachers are numerous.

They include increased cooperation between learner

and instruc tor, as well as among students; immediate and frequent feedback (for the student, on how much and how well he has learned and for
the instru c tor, on how effective his instruction is); adaptability to
individual differences by providing flexibility with respect to the rate
- 17-
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of learning, th e format, and the content of instruction; provision for
specific remedi al work (weak areas are quickly identified and the student
does not ~ave t o re-study large amounts of subject matter~ and the
feasibili ty of f ormative evaluation .
Formative Evaluation
Traditionally, instructional materials are p r epa r e d in large
sequen ce s or portions and away from students.

Revisions, based on

student learnin g, are therefore difficult and seldom carried out .
Modules, on the other hand, cover less content and can be tested in the
developmental phase on a small number of students.

This, as well as the

provision for pre- and post- testing, allows for empirical validation and
revision, the possibility of rendering instructional materials more
effective in te rms of student learning.
Implemen tation and General Format
Ideally , the learner begins Ml by taking a pretest, which will
indicate the a ppropriate level and content of instruction.

If the student

does not have all required prerequisites, he may need prior remedial
instruction; i f he is already competent in the area of a particular module,
he can pro ceed to a more advanced module or to one with a different content.
Upo n completion of a module, the student is again evaluated .

If

the post -te s t indicates t hat the student has not achieved mastery of the
obje c tives , he might be recycled through the module or through parts of i t ,
or he may t ake a remedial module.
next module.

If he does succeed, he proceeds to the

19

Three maj or aspects of MI are described below:
1.

Cont ent:

The student must complete all modules, or he

may choo se to complete only a certain number.
some or all of the material is compulsory.

Within each module,

Some or all of the course

is modularized .
2.

Study Time:

throughout the day

Study facilities and materials are available

and evening or only some of the time.

All or some

of the material is studied individually; independent work on a module
may be s upplemented, for example, by group discussions, lectures, etc.
3.

The learner must take the modules in a fixed order, or he

can choo se his own sequence.
Evaluat ion
A numbe r of techniques can be utilized to evaluate the student's
performance, including paper and pencil test and individual and group
projects .

Fina l grades in MI are awarded in a variety of ways:

In some

cases, students wh o have successfully completed all required modules
automati cally r e ceive an "A"; in others, a "B" or "C" is earned, if a
certain number of units have been mastered, with additional c redit
given for extra modules, special projects, or for excellence in execution .
In such a s ystem, the student has considerable choice in deciding his
own grade leve l and the method for achieving it.

In most cases, however,

grades ar e not given on the basis of a comparison among students of the
class (" grading on a curve") but, rather, on an absolute basis, using a
previously def ined degree of achievement of module's objectives as the
major crite rion .

20

Management
El ement s of a typical management system include:
- _.Preparation
- Selec tion of subject content and material
- Organ ization of content instructional units (modules)
and definition of objectives
- Appropriate matching of objectives with instructional
techn iques
- Plann ing how the student's progress will be monitored and
recor ded
- Deciding how the final evaluation of students will be made
Adminis tration:
- Presentation of (or arrangement for) the instructional activities.
- Monitoring the student's progress
- Recording the student's progress
- Fee dback to the student
- Evaluation of the student's final progress
In tens ive Contact with Individual Students:
- Takin g part in the student's learning experience
- Pe rs onally guiding the student's study
Cost
At present , it is difficult--if not impossible- to answer
questions pertaining to the cost of modules.

Considerations in evaluating

the expenses of a course based on MI include time of the instructor

21

who prepares the module, the cost of audio-visual aids, clerical staff,
laboratory equipment , duplicating study guides or components of the
modules, ~nd space.
.

But in any case, cost should be considered only
.

in the cont ext o f improving

11

.i

i

nstruct on.

11

L. Homme and D. Tosti, Behavior Technology: Motivation and
Contingency Management (San Rafael, California: Individualized Learning
System, Inc., 1971), p. 5.

Chapter 5

SUMMARY
Th is has been a study of the mechanics involved in developing
a module .

It was also designed to show the importance of the modular

instruction .
There are great individual differences in how, when, and why
each student learns.

Various systems of individualized instruction,

including modular instruction, have been proposed to better adapt and
respond to these differences.

Some colleges and universities have

successfull y impl emented modular courses, and increasing interest in
this approach is developing on many campuses.
The following are noteworthy features of the Modular Program:
1.

It b rings . about flexible and new emphasis on individual study .

2.

It opens t he way to improvements by embodying high ·

educationa l stan dards along with full development of the individual.
3.

It i s accompanied by or followed by curriculum reforms,

reform of reporting practices, and use of a wide range of books and
audio-visual mat erial.
4.

It i ncreases the opportunity to regulate classroom as well as

group sizes.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The writer found this to be a new approach but a successful one.
After studying the related literature and doing much research, as well
-22-
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as from personal experience with the module instructions, the author
recommends the f ollowing:
1:· Planning is essential.

The objectives should be included

in the plann ing phase; also included should be a review of available
resources and an estimate of class size.

If the module instructions

are to be success ful, the class size should not exceed fifteen students.
2.

The ac tivities must be geared toward that individual

student's ab ility as well as interest.
3.

A tech nique for evaluation should include a test specifically

designed fo r the achievement of that individual.
4.

It is of utmost importance that parents have the opportunity

to become or iente d to the philosophy and operation of the Modular Program.
5.

The teacher must learn to develop her assets.and build

from the pos itive aspect of the individual or student.
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